Effect of Using PC Tablets on Perceived Learning Outcomes of Generation Z Trainees
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Abstract
This study aims at analyzing the effects of using PC Tabs on perceived learning outcomes of Generation Z trainees in a vocational training institute. Generation Z is the name given to youth born around mid 90s. Having born in and grown up in an era of internet and worldwide web, this generation has become accustomed to e-technology. Their learning preferences have also been conditioned by the e-environment. Resultantly, learning and development experts are focusing on designs and tools matching their learning preferences; adoption of e-learning using PC Tabs for teaching and training is one such step in this direction. This is a correlational study, adopting a mixed method approach, conducted in a Vocational Training Institute in UAE. Sampling frame comprised 100 trainees and their 20 instructors. Purposive sampling technique was used to select 50% instructors (N=10) who had experience of delivering training using PC Tabs. Random sampling technique was used to select 60% of the trainees (N=60). Data was gathered using informal discussions and a questionnaire. Cronbac’s Alpha for the questionnaire was 0.834. Data was analyzed using SPSS 16. A moderate positive correlation (Pearson’s r= 0.565; p < 0.01) was found between use of PC Tabs and better understanding of lecture. Regression analysis indicated that 30.8% of the variance in better understanding of lecture can be explained by use of PC Tabs by trainees. A moderate positive correlation (Pearson’s r= 0.515; p < 0.01), was found between use of PC Tabs and trainees’ perceived learning. Regression analysis indicated that 25.3% of the variance in trainees’ perceived learning can be explained by use of PC Tabs by trainees. This study concludes that use of PC
Tabs have moderate positive effects on better understanding of lecture and trainees’ perceived learning outcomes, however, the Generation Z trainees are tilted more towards interactive learning rather than non-interactive content on PC Tabs. The study recommends that the curriculum must be tailored into an interactive format otherwise it may not accrue desired results in enhancing learning outcomes. This study contributes to the body of practical applied knowledge and has significance for training industry, in general, and vocational training, in specific, which are dealing with Generation Z trainees.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Social Generations

The concept of a ‘generation’ has a long history and can be found in ancient literature (Biggs, 2007). According to Pilcher (1994), a generation is a cohort of people within a delineated population who experience the same significant events within a given period of time, and which according to Jurkievicz & Brown (1998) is likely to develop distinct preferences or traits that distinguish their feelings toward work and what they desire from work.

Literature on social generations identifies four contemporary generations i.e. Baby Boomers, Generation X, Y and Z, delineated by their birth years (Table 1):

Table 1. Generational birth years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baby Boomers</th>
<th>Gen X</th>
<th>Gen Y</th>
<th>Gen Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert (2011)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1982 – 2000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins &amp; Neal (2014)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1980 – 2000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston (2014)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>After 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horovitz (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mid-Late 1990s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purpose of this research, the age bracket for Generation Z is assumed as those born 1995 and onwards.

1.2 Generation Z Growing up Environment

This generation, born 1995 and onwards, has grown up in the era of internet and worldwide web, characterized by 5.1 billion Google searches per day, 4 billion YouTube views, over one billion active Facebook accounts and over one million applications in the iTunes App Store (McCrindle, 2014). Unlike preceding generations, Generation Z youth are using technology since infancy and are normal users of technology (Randy, 2013). Having played with e-devices right from their infancy, they have become the normal users of e-technology. They have a preference for smart interactive devices rather than traditional media and they move very fast with information rather than living with information in bits and pieces. In short, connectivity, interactivity and speed are what they are living with and are getting used to.

1.3 Learning Characteristics of Generation Z
Growing up and living in the era of IT boom, technology has become the way of life for Generation Z youth; be it education, professional work or socializing. This normal usage of e-technology has also affected the way Generation Z prefers to learn.

According to Shaw & Fairhurst (2008), this generation does not respond well to lecture and has become accustomed to interactivity. A study by Feiertag & Berge (2008) also revealed that Generation Z youth do not respond well to the lecture, often do not communicate effectively by traditional standards, require information individually tailored to them, and require technology that is available to use. Graber (2014) has supported these assertions by concluding that this generation engages less with traditional learning formats, such as classroom learning. According to McCrindel (2014), this is an emerging generation many of whom prefer to watch a video for summarizing an issue rather than read an article for discussing it.

These characteristics of Generation Z have created a challenge for educational institutions to mould their traditional philosophy of teaching and learning to suit the requirements of this new generation. Under this emerging environment, there is a realization that future learning and development has to be more digital and collaborative, with social media/collaborative learning, e-learning and increased interactivity (Future Think LLC White Paper, 2009). Graber (2014) suggests that learning and development of this new generation must be based on peer learning, knowledge sharing and collaborative learning in teams by combining traditional instruction with projects and/or simulations. He has stressed the importance of new approach to training delivery that must combine technology (e-learning), classroom instruction and experience-based projects and simulations to drive high levels of engagement, achieve learning outcomes and increase the retention of key competencies and knowledge.

Sensing this emerging challenge, educational institutions have adopted e-technology in imparting learning; most common e-tool that educational institutions have adopted are PC Tabs. This quick adoption and use of PC Tabs for teaching and learning has led to many experiences, queries and concerns among educationist and trainers, ranging from satisfaction to caution.

1.4 Use of PC Tabs for Imparting Learning to Generation Z

Since its appearance, PC Tab has rapidly found its usage in many walks of life. Use of PC Tabs in education has become increasingly common (Fischman & Keller, 2011). A survey conducted by Nielsen (2010) indicated that the demographics of PC Tabs users make it sensible to introduce and integrate PC Tabs in higher education.

Studies show that the impact of handheld mobile devices on educational practice continues to be an area of considerable interest in both the research and practice of education (Ally, 2009). Various studies have been conducted so far to analyze the effectiveness of PC Tabs towards enhancing learning. While some of these studies have reported the effectiveness of PC Tabs in enhancing learning outcomes, some of the studies claim that effectiveness of PC Tabs in enhancing learning is still not established.

Reid & Ostashewski (2011) have reported successful use of PC Tabs into two elementary
school classrooms to support the development of student digital storytelling skills. As for enhanced learning outcomes, a survey with 209 students found a high correlation between engagement with PC Tabs and learning outcomes (Diemer et al, 2012). Similarly, Bennett (2012) has reported positive learning outcomes by use of PC Tabs in elementary education settings, recommended organizing PC Tabs to show what is required to be shown, and accessing internet through school’s Wi-Fi to ensure controlled access. In a paper presented in ELLTA Conference 2014 (Penang), the researchers reported that use of PC Tabs for teaching and delivering training was increasing and that integration of PC Tabs in classrooms had indicated positive impact on teaching and learning (Ling, Le & Kaur, 2014).

Among the studies reporting positive outcomes, some of the researchers have focused on students’ positive perceptions and attitudes towards use of PC Tabs for learning. BizEd Magazine (2011) has reported that 75% of students at Oklahoma State University believed that tablet improved their learning, and 97% indicated they would prefer to continue taking classes that integrated tablet technology. In studies conducted by Brand et al (2011) and Perez et al (2011), PC Tabs were found to highly engage and potentially enhance students’ learning experience. Similarly, studies conducted by Rossing et al (2012) and Wakefield & Smith (2012) revealed that students were found to hold a positive attitude about towards using PC Tabs in their learning. Audi & Gouia-Zarrad (2013) reported a study on using PC Tabs for teaching of mathematics class in American University of Sharjah, with course content in pdf form, conducting quizzes, referring to book material, and real time communication with students. They have reported that most of the students found PC Tabs class engaging and agreed that the PC Tabs class presented the class content in a better way. Going a step further than perceptions and attitudes, Goral (2011) has reported that use of tablets technology for learning can lead to enhanced creativity, critical thinking, substantial cost savings and improved interaction among students and faculty.

Alongside the success stories of adoption of PC Tabs for enhanced learning, there are incidents which have cautioned that adoption of PC Tabs technology just for the sake of it may not prove very useful. Murphy (2011) has predicted that increasing popularity of these devices will likely lead to even greater adoption among students at the post-secondary level over the coming years but he has cautioned that adopting technology for technology’s sake does not guarantee improved learning outcomes or an enriching educational experience.

Besides success and caution, some of the research has reported another aspect of use of PC Tabs for imparting learning in classroom i.e. its distraction effect. Kay & Lauricella (2011a, 2011b), studying the use of laptops in imparting learning, have said that laptops provided benefits, including improved note-taking, improved organizational skills and improved collaboration among students. They also found that use of laptop posed challenges including distractions caused by students using instant messaging applications, playing games and watching movies instead of focusing on the class. In other instances, researchers have argued that although PC Tabs were found to motivate students (Kinash et al, 2012), some resistance was found because it could create a distraction (Wakefield & Smith, 2012).

Though most of the literature claims success with use of PC Tabs in one form or the other,
some of the instances have reported unsuccessful results as well. Culén & Gasparini (2011) have reported two pilot studies on trying out a digital curriculum on PC Tabs for a Geology Class (40 students and their instructor), in which the curriculum for the course consisted of book chapters, lecture slides, maps and academic papers. They have reported that introduction of this technology had not been a success due to time pressures. In another incident of a design-based study, the students were not convinced that PC Tabs made any difference in their learning. (Brand et al, 2011).

Along with the research proving or disproving the usefulness of PC Tabs in imparting learning, most of the studies have remained inconclusive in establishing the effectiveness of PC Tabs. Nguyen, Barton & Nguyen (2015) concluded from their research that from the student perspective, PC Tabs were found to enhance the learning experience but not necessarily lead to better learning outcomes; from the staff perspective, the PC Tabs were found to offer benefits associated with electronic information dissemination, academic administration and professional development support. However, they have professed that while PC Tabs had the potential to offer benefits, it was not clear how best to align and integrate it within the academic programmes. They have professed that research had been inconclusive about the relationship between the increasing use of PC Tabs, changing teaching and learning practices and learning outcome. Perez et al (2011) have reported that while students were positive with using PC Tabs in their learning, no evidence was found to associate their PC Tabs use with better learning outcomes. Similarly, Diemer, Fernandez & Streepey (2013) have said that despite their rapid adoption, the extent to which PC Tabs increased student engagement and learning was not well understood. However, they have added that students, who reported a high level of engagement while using PC Tabs, reported a high level of learning as well. In another study by Sloan (2012), the use of eTextbook, an iPad app, did not have a negative impact on academic performance of students. Since the introduction of PC Tabs in teaching and learning is a recent initiative, studies will have to continue to find its usefulness and effectiveness. According to Wan Ng (2014), we need to look at e-learning and review the way students make use of and learn with digital technologies in 21st century.

1.5 Conclusion from Existing Literature

Literature on Generation Z suggests that they are natural and avid users of e-technology and that they prefer e-tools over traditional means in all walks of their lives. This aptitude and affinity for technology transcends to the field of education and learning as well, where the available evidence suggests that Generation Z prefers e-technology over traditional means. In this backdrop, e-tools especially PC Tabs have become very popular for imparting learning in schools and colleges. While some of the research suggests that PC Tabs are effective in delivering learning in classroom, there are studies which have remained inconclusive in determining the effects of using PC Tabs on enhancing learning outcomes. Resultantly, research continues on discovering the effects of PC Tabs on learning and suggesting optimum ways to leverage the benefits of this e-technology.
2. Research Methodology

2.1 Research Background

Given the perceived positive effects PC Tabs can create in teaching and learning, a Vocational Training Institute in UAE adopted PC Tabs for training delivery. Trainees in this institute had 1995-1996 as their birth years; making them the earlier members of Generation Z. They were exposed to use of PC Tabs for around 3 years. These PC Tabs were used for training delivery, content was based on course material converted to pdf form, mostly e-copy of books with some expandable diagrams and very few embedded videos relevant to the text, some end of chapter questions were also made interactive. After using the PC Tabs for training delivery, varying experiences were reported both by instructors and trainees. Both the sides reported a mix of responses, ranging between successful and unsuccessful experiences. This research was carried out with an aim of finding out trainees’ and instructors’ experiences and effects on learning outcomes.

2.2 Research Objective

This research is aimed at studying the impact of usage of PC Tabs for training delivery in a vocational training environment, where focus was equally divided between academic as well as skill-based learning. The objective of this research is to:

“Analyze the effects of using PC Tabs on perceived learning outcomes of Generation Z trainees in a vocational training institute.”

2.3 Research Design

This research is ‘correlational’ in nature, which is aimed at discovering or establishing relationship, association or interdependence between two or more aspects of a situation or phenomenon (Kumar, 2014). In order to find answers to the research questions, this study adopted a mix-method approach i.e. a mix of qualitative and quantitative approaches. The qualitative approach provided subjective insight into experiences of instructors conducting training using PC Tabs; quantitative approach captured the useful data from trainees through surveys which helped in reaching a conclusion. Also, the mixed-method approach helped in cross-checking the findings through triangulation. With regard to point in time, this is a cross-sectional research, aimed at gathering data from the perspectives of many people at a particular point in time. From the perspective of knowledge generation, this research is aimed at generating Mode-2 knowledge, which is practical applied knowledge coming from collaborating with practitioners (Gibbons & Limoges et al, 1994; Ziman, 2000).

2.4 Hypothesis

The hypothesis of this study is:

“Use of PC Tabs for delivering training has positive correlation with Gen Z trainees’ perceived learning outcomes.”
2.5 Research Sample and Sampling Technique

The target population comprised trainees undergoing training and their instructors in a Vocational Training Institute.

**Instructors**  Instructors had an average professional career span of 20 years, employed for conducting training as Subject Matter Experts. A total of 20 instructors were employed for delivering this training. They were instrumental in transforming training to PC Tabs. Purposive sampling technique was used to select 50% of instructors who had either completed or were in the process of delivering training of their respective modules. This resulted in selection of 10 instructors (N=10) as research sample out of the sampling frame.

**Trainees** Subjects of the research were trainees in a vocational training institute, with average birth year 1995. The sampling frame comprised 100 trainees. They were in the final year of their professional training. They had been exposed to use of PC Tabs for training delivery for 3 years. 60% of the trainees (N=60) were randomly selected for the purpose of research.

2.6 Data Gathering and Analysis

Data was gathered in the real time training settings of the instructors and trainees. In that, informal discussions were held with instructors, as and when opportunity presented itself, to capture open and in-depth experience of using the PC Tabs. The discussion questions were focused on aspects like effectiveness of PC Tabs in delivering training in the institute in the present form (with non-interactive e-copy content) and how best to improve the use of PC Tabs for training delivery. The crux of the discussion was transcribed and shown to the instructors for approval.

Data from trainees was gathered through a questionnaire comprising 10 statements, asking their experience of using the PC Tabs in present form (non-interactive, e-copies) and their views on adding specific features to PC Tabs for better training delivery. Trainees were asked to rate the statements on Likert’s 5-point scale ranging from Highly Agree=5 to Highly Disagree=1. The data was analyzed using SPSS-16. Reliability and consistency was measured through Cronbac’s Alpha value, which was 0.834, showing good internal consistency (George & Mallery, 2003). (Table-2)

Table 2. Cronbac’s Alpha values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbac’s Alpha Value</th>
<th>Internal consistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α ≥ 0.9</td>
<td>Excellent (High-Stakes testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 ≤ α &lt; 0.9</td>
<td>Good (Low-Stakes testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 ≤ α &lt; 0.7</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 ≤ α &lt; 0.6</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α &lt; 0.5</td>
<td>Unacceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Findings

3.1 Discussions with Instructors

Instructors were asked about their experiences of delivering training using PC Tabs from teaching point of view. As mentioned earlier, the discussion questions were focused on aspects like effectiveness of PC Tabs in delivering training in the institute in their present form (with non-interactive e-copy content) and how best to improve the use of PC Tabs for improved training delivery.

To the question on efficacy of PC Tabs with non-interactive e-copy content, almost all the instructors commented that use of PC Tabs was yielding very little benefit towards enhancing learning outcome. Some of the responses were:

“I think PC Tabs with non-interactive e-copy content have some utility but these do not bring about any significant improvement in training delivery. These PC Tabs, at the moment, have power point presentations and handouts which were used effectively even before introduction of the PC Tabs.”

“PC Tabs in their present form offer very little improvement in training delivery as students do not find anything on PC Tabs that is different or more useful than what instructor is saying in the class. Usually, after some time, students turn off the PC Tabs and start listening to the instructor.”

“The only benefit I see is the elimination of paper handouts. Also, the good thing is that students now have diagrams and video clips available at some places alongside the text. They can expand the diagrams and see video clips for better understanding, but nothing more than this.”

“These PC Tabs have just replaced the handouts, which students can carry easily along with them and study the course material after formal training time.”

To the question about suggesting ways to improve the use of PC Tabs, all the instructors recommended having interactive content related to lecture which instructor and students could use for better learning. Some of the responses were:

“I suggest we have interactive content available on PC Tabs which instructor and students can use to improve learning in classroom. This can include animated explanations, more information, examples, self assessment, idea sharing etc.”

“Interactive content would be better for achieving enhanced learning outcomes. This must include animations, short quizzes, access to relevant material, spot tests etc.”

“Interactive content would keep the students interested and engaged in learning which has a direct impact on enhancing learning outcomes. This must comprise animations, simulations, practical exercises etc.”

“I think PC Tabs with interactive content can achieve better learning outcome, provided the content is tailored to the scope and depth of lecture and instructor controls the access to
links."

3.2 Trainees’ Questionnaire

A summary of descriptive statistics is shown in the table below (Table-3).

Table 3. Summary of descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of PC Tabs in Classroom</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>35% of trainees agreed that they regularly used PC Tabs in classroom whereas 30% reported neither agree/disagree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference of PC Tabs over handout</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>41.7% of the trainees highly disagreed that they prefer PC Tabs over handout; 23.3% did not agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better understanding of lecture using PC Tabs</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>35% of the trainees neither agreed/disagreed that they understand lecture better by using PC Tabs; 25% disagreed to this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of PC Tabs for revision</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>35% of the trainees neither agreed/disagreed that they use PC Tabs for revision; 16.7% disagreed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Tabs helpful in learning</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>41.7% of the trainees neither agreed/disagreed that PC Tabs was helping them in better learning, only 20% agreed to it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better learning with animations</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>33.3% trainees agreed that their learning would improve if the PC Tabs have animations related to lecture, 26.7% were not sure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better learning with video clips</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>23.3% of trainees highly agreed, and 33.3% agreed, that their learning would improve if the PC Tabs have videos related to lecture, 23.3% were not sure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better learning with interactive exercises</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>31.7% trainees highly agreed, and 28.3% agreed, that their learning would improve if the PC Tabs have practical exercises related to lecture, 25% were not sure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better learning with simulations</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>38.3% trainees highly agreed, and 28.3% agreed, that their learning would improve if the PC Tabs have simulations related to lecture, 25% were not sure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Learning with self-test</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>48.3% trainees highly agreed, and 25% agreed, that their learning would improve if the PC Tabs have simulations related to lecture, 15% were not sure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trainees’ responses to questionnaire statements are shown by a bar graph (Graph-1).
As seen in the graph, trainees’ satisfaction with PC Tabs in present form (non-interactive, e-copy) mostly ranges between 2 (Disagree) and 3 (Neither Agree / Disagree). Whereas, their views on added interactive features in PC Tabs for improved training delivery ranges between 3 (Neither Agree / Disagree) and 4 (Agree). This shows their general preference for PC Tabs with interactive contents.

3.3 Effect of Using PC Tabs on Understanding of Lecture

Correlation analysis between use of PC Tabs (N= 60, M= 2.95, SD= 1.21) and understanding of lecture (N= 60, M= 2.38, SD= 1.09) revealed Pearson’s r= 0.565 (p < 0.01), showing moderate positive correlation. This shows that students who use PC Tabs regularly are likely to understand lecture better. Regression analysis revealed F (1, 58) = 27.267, p=<0.01; R square= 0.320, Adjusted R Square = 0.308. This indicates that 30.8% of the variance in better understanding of lecture can be explained by use of PC Tabs by trainees.

3.4 Effect of Using PC Tabs on Trainees’ Perceived Learning Outcome

Correlation analysis between use of PC Tabs (N= 60, M= 2.95, SD= 1.21) and perceived learning outcome (N=60, M= 2.62, SD= 1.02), revealed Pearson’s r= 0.515 (p < 0.01), showing moderate positive correlation. This shows that students who use PC Tabs regularly are likely to achieve better overall learning. Regression analysis revealed F (1, 58) = 20.941, p=<0.01; R square= 0.265, Adjusted R Square = 0.253. This indicates that 25.3% of the
variance in trainees’ perceived learning can be explained by use of PC Tabs by trainees.

4. Conclusion

Findings from discussions with instructors revealed that PC Tabs with non-interactive e-copy content were yielding very little benefit towards enhancing learning outcome. Instructors felt that these PC Tabs had limited utility, not enough to bring about any significant improvement in training delivery. They reported that students did not find anything new on PC Tabs that was different or more useful than what was there before adoption of the PC Tabs, which led to an average trainee interest in using PC Tabs during the lecture. Almost all the instructors recommended having interactive content related to lecture on PC Tabs which instructor and students could use to enhance learning. The interactive content recommended by instructors included animated explanations, practical examples, self assessment quizzes, idea sharing, access to relevant material, simulations, practical exercises etc.

Findings from trainees gave a comprehensive picture about the usefulness of PC Tabs from two perspectives; (1) usefulness of PC Tabs in their present form, (2) enhanced impact if these PC Tabs had interactive content. Since trainees belonged to Generation Z, they were accustomed to interactivity and prefer to learn by non-traditional means. Though trainees reported a mixed response on using PC Tabs in classroom, they felt that PC Tabs with non-interactive e-copy content failed to attract their attention and create meaningfulness for them. Due to this average level of motivation, trainees did not use PC Tabs very frequently in classroom, which was due to the fact that PC Tabs had no additional features which could support learning. Supporting this situation, research showed a moderate positive correlation between usage of PC Tabs in classroom and better understanding of lecture, which could be attributed to lack of interactivity and other supporting features. When it comes to effect of using PC Tabs on trainees’ perceived learning, a moderate positive correlation indicated that PC Tabs could not substantially enhance overall learning, which again could be attributed to non-interactive content.

As for the aspect of the perceived effectiveness of PC Tabs with interactive contents, trainees’ responses indicated their preference for interactive content comprising animations, video clips, practical exercises, simulations and self-test features. This perceived usefulness of PC Tabs with interactive contents indicates that PC Tabs could best be used if these interactive features are provided for.

Overall findings reveal that use of PC Tabs for delivering training to Generation Z trainees has moderate positive correlation with their understanding of lecture and perceived learning outcome. However, PC Tabs could best be used for training delivery / imparting learning provided these have the curriculum in an interactive format, supported by animations, videos, practical exercises, simulations and self-test features tailored to the objective and scope of the training / learning objective. This also leads to a conclusion that adopting PC Tabs for the sake of adopting it, without any value-adding interactive features, is unlikely to yield the desired results.

This study recommends that:
a. Since Generation Z trainees / students are accustomed to using e-technology in their all walks of life, adoption of e-tools for delivering training / imparting learning would be a natural response to the emerging challenge.

b. PC Tab is a very useful tool for delivering training / teaching, however, its usefulness depends on the content it contains. The content provided on these PC Tabs must be interactive in nature, and not just non-interactive e-copy of books.

c. The interactive content must be structured to suit the objective and scope of the lecture. This would require radical re-thinking and re-visiting the way in which training / teaching content is designed and delivered. This would mean much more than converting handouts / textbook into e-copy form along with a few interactive features like videos and quizzes.
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